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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report describes the findings made during archaeological monitoring of earth-moving activities for 
two trenches excavated for the construction of a boundary fence around the ‘Old Cricket Ground’ on 
Robben Island in October 2016. The fencing will prohibit the entry of penguins onto the field where a 
photovoltaic cell plant will be constructed, providing clean, renewable and cost-effective electricity to the 
Island. 
 
The study area consists of approximately 1 ha of land near the edge of town on the eastern coastline of 
the Island. As reported in the Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) for this proposed development 
(Titlestad et al 2016), no surficial heritage resources are present on this portion of land. However, It was 
indicated in the HIA that subsurface heritage resources may be uncovered in this area during 
excavations, such as the foundations of the edge of the old Convict Station, the south ancillary 
structures of the male leper wards and other buried archaeological material consisting of historical 
artefacts associated with the old buildings, Stone Age shell middens or stone artefacts. 
 
The trenches for the fence were excavated with a mechanical digger, and were monitored closely for 
archaeological material and building foundations. These were recorded photographically, described and 
plotted within a spatial grid based on the location of points marking the intended position of the solar 
panels.  
 
The excavation of the south-western trenchline was archaeologically sterile, besides a fragment of glass 
and a rusty water mains pipe.  
 
During excavation of the south-eastern trenchline, four sets of foundational structures were uncovered: 
two concrete ‘floors’, likely indicative of the historical buildings mentioned above; one portion of a stone-
walled structure consolidated with concrete but likely older than the former foundations (based on the 
type and size of stone used); and finally a portion of concrete walling likely younger than the other 
structures in this trench. Historical material associated with these structures included glass fragments 
and a glass bottle, iron items (including nails, a section of rebar, and a possible stove plate), bovid bone 
fragments, ceramic fragments and marine shell fragments. A collection of over 60 bone fragments was 
found in the eastern portion of the southern trench post-excavation, while monitoring was not taking 
place. Several of these bones displayed cut marks made during food processing, likely associated with 
the historical buildings and the people that lived and worked on this portion of the island. These 
archaeological remains have been assessed out of context, recorded, photographed and stored safely 
on the island. 
 
Similarly, the excavation of the eastern trench also exposed several faunal bones, some with evidence 
of cut-marks. This trench was not physically monitored at all. 
 
The recovery of the foundations associated with the old Convict Station and Male Leper Wards, as well 
as the processed animal bones, is significant and will add valuable insight to our understanding of the 
spatial layout of the buildings and historical lifestyle of the inhabitants of the island.  
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GLOSSARY 

 
Holocene:  The geological period spanning the last approximately 10-12 000 years. 
Later Stone Age: Period of the Stone Age from approximately 30 000 years ago to the present. 
Middle Stone Age: Period of the Stone Age from around 200 000 to 30 000 years ago. 

 
ABBREVIATIONS 

 
HIA:  Heritage Impact Assessment 
LSA:  Later Stone Age 
MSA:  Middle Stone Age 
NHRA: National Heritage Resources Act (No. 25) of 1999 
SAHRA: South African Heritage Resources Agency 
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
The study site is located on the eastern coastline of the island, adjacent to the Robben Island 
Administrative Block and residential section (Figure 1). The cricket ground was previously a  formal open 
space which had become degraded until relatively recently when a cricket ground was established, 
topped by an artificial mat cricket pitch, ahead of the Cricket World Cup in South Africa in 2003. The 
grounds are bound by residential houses and administration blocks to the north and west and a beach 
track along the coast on the eastern side. Derelict open space lies to the south. Two trenches have been 
dug for the current project, in the centre of the field for DC cables, which avoided the actual cricket pitch 
as well as electrical cabling and a sewerage pipe. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Satellite image of cricket ground, indicating monitored fence line trenches. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The National Department of Tourism is proposing to install land-mounted photovoltaic (PV) technology 
on Robben Island to improve its sustainability efforts and reduce power generation costs for the Island. 
The proposed facility will cover approximately 1 hectare. The site being investigated is relatively flat with 
limited biodiversity value. The PV plant will have generational capacity of approximately 300-500 kW. 
Permanent structures to be built as part of this project include the erection of PV panels, the installation 
of a power line adjacent to the 1 ha site, and the erection of a boundary fence around the perimeter to 
keep penguins from entering the site. The excavation of two of the trenches for this perimeter fence line 
have been monitored and form the basis of this report, including the discovery of faunal material in a 
third trench. 
 
TERMS OF REFERENCE AND SCOPE OF THE REPORT 
Cedar Tower Services was requested to carry out monitoring during the excavation of the fenceline 
trenches for the development to meet the requirements of the HIA (Appendix 4) endorsed by the South 
African Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA).  
 
The HIA found no surficial heritage resources during field work, however, the study cautioned that 
subsurface foundations relating to the edge of the Old Convict Station and the south ancillary structures 
of the male leper wards may be impacted by the development. According to a previous HIA (Hart 2001), 
additional archaeological sites on the Island include historical graves and possible, but sparse evidence 
for Stone Age (pre-colonial) sites. This monitoring brief therefore aimed to detect any evidence for buried 
archaeological sites and to map, record and report on the findings to SAHRA on behalf of the client. 
 

HERITAGE LEGISLATION        6 
The legislative frameworks that apply to Robben Island Museum (RIM) are complex. For the purposes of 
this assessment, the following frameworks are relevant:  
 
Robben Island is a State owned property within the coastal zone in terms of the National Environmental 
Management Act (Act 109/1998) and therefore any proposed infrastructural development on the Island 
triggers the requirement for an Environmental Impact Assessment. The project was subject to a Basic 
Assessment Report (BAR) under the NEMA.  
 
Robben Island is a declared World Heritage Site (WHS) and a National Heritage Site (NHS) in terms of 
the National Heritage Resources Act (NHRA) (Act 25/1999). In terms of Section 27(18) of the NHRA, no 
person may alter a National Heritage Site without a permit from SAHRA. As the site is formally 
protected, Section 38(8) of the NHRA does not apply and the applicant must obtain approval from both 
SAHRA, in terms of Section 27 of the NHRA, and the Department of Environmental Affairs in terms of 
the NEMA.  
 
The World Heritage Convention Act (Act 49/1999) applies to World Heritage Sites and seeks to 
implement the agreements made during the World Heritage Convention of 1972 (WHCA) which South 
Africa ratified in 1997.  
The general objectives of the WHCA include:  

● The cultural and environmental protection and sustainable development of, and related activities 
within World Heritage Sites;  
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● To promote, manage, oversee, market and facilitate tourism and related sustainable 
development in connection with World Heritage Sites in accordance with local law, the 
Convention and the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the Convention, so as to 
maintain the cultural and ecological integrity of the sites;  

● To ensure that the cultural and natural heritage of South Africa is protected, conserved and 
represented; 

● To encourage investment, innovation and job creation in connection with World Heritage Sites;  
● To promote the development of sustainable projects in connection with World Heritage Sites;  
● To promote empowerment and advancement of historically disadvantaged people in projects 

related to World Heritage Sites 
 

Robben Island was declared a World Heritage Site on the basis of criterion (iii) the buildings of Robben 
Island bear eloquent witness to its sombre history, and criterion (vi) Robben Island and its prison 
buildings symbolize the triumph of the human spirit, of freedom, and of democracy over oppression.  
The island has significance in its historical, social, place, educational and environmental value (Titlestad 
et al 2016). 
 
Notification of the project was formally submitted to SAHRA on SAHRIS on 10th October 2016 (Case ID 
10232). SAHRA responded with the following on 14th October:  
 
“SAHRA has no objection to the proposed installation of ClearVu fencing around the Old Cricket Pitch. A  
closing Report composed of photographs of the complete project must be uploaded onto SAHRIS upon  
conclusion of the project.” (Appendix 3). 
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METHODS 
FIELDWORK           8 
The fieldwork comprised of archaeological monitoring of the trenches excavated for the erection of a 
perimeter fence prior to construction of the PV plant. The site visit and monitoring took place on 17 
October 2016.  
 
Conditions and visibility were excellent. Although the boundary fence will be erected on all four sides of 
the field, the HIA recommended that only the southern and western sides were to be monitored in the 
event that foundations of the old Convict Station and Male Leper Ward were located. The trenches were 
mechanically excavated using a tractor-loader-backhoe (TLB), to a depth of approximately 80 cm and a 
width of 100cm. These two trenches will remain open until the construction of the fence is completed. 
Recording of the trenches was done within a spatial grid that is in line with the location of points marking 
the intended position of the solar panels (Figures 3 and 4). The southern trench had a total of 22 
segments, while the western trench was divided into 25 segments (Appendix 1). These segments are 
not necessarily each of the same width, but rather follow the layout of previously laid waypoints marking 
the position of PV panels.  
 
During monitoring, the position of any new finds was recorded by means of photographs, written notes, 
GPS coordinates and onsite inspection of possible finds. Post-monitoring mapping of the site and finds 
has been conducted using QGIS software.  

 
Figure 2. Satellite image of Cricket Pitch with spatial layout of PV panels. The southern and 

western sides were monitored for archaeological material during excavation. 
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Figure 3. Diagram of southern trench showing panel markers (black dots within blue boxes) and 

segments within trench (black boxes) 
 

 
Figure 4. Diagram of western trench showing panel markers (black dots within blue boxes) and 

segments within trench (black boxes) 
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS        
No limitations were experienced during the monitoring of the southern and western fence trenches. 
However, since it was believed that no heritage resources would be found in the eastern and northern 
trenches and the permit did not require archaeological monitoring, no monitoring for these trenches took 
place. CTS was, however, available to inspect any heritage resources should they be found during 
excavations. It was during the earth moving activities for the eastern trench that archaeological remains 
were discovered. 
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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT OF ARCHAEOLOGY1

Robben Island has been used as a prison for rebel sailors as well as a stop-over point and refreshment 
station for long voyages since the 1400’s. The existence of seals and penguins on the island as a source 
of food for passing sailors was confirmed in documented records indicating that there were thousands of 
seals and penguins, and also many tortoises on the Island. However, the Island’s role as a source of 
fresh food for sailors only began in earnest in 1503 when Antonia de Saldanha and his men killed and 
feasted on the penguins, seals and tortoises. The source of food supplies were added to in 1601, when 
Sir James Lancaster started a tradition of leaving sheep on the Island “for the relief of strangers that 
might come thither”. He left six sheep and two rams. This practice continued and in 1604 Cornelius 
Matelief, a Dutch Admiral, also left sheep on the Island “so that if any should come which could get no 
trade on the mainland, they would find something here”. 
 
In 1609 Captain William Keeling did the same. The establishment of a refreshment station at the island 
required dedicated people to look after the sheep and maintain the farmyard economy. In March 1654 
four or five men were placed on the Island to build a shed and stay on the Island to perform these 
functions, heralding in human settlement. 
 

 

Figure 5. A Dutch map of the island from 1731 indicating minimal infrastructure. 
 
 

 
1 Adapted from the Robben Island Museum website: http://www.robben-island.org.za/  
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The importance of Robben Island as a prison increased during the Dutch rule of the Cape between 1652 
and 1806. During this period black and white criminals from the Cape and political prisoners from the 
East Indies were imprisoned on the Island. In the early days, most of the prisoners were sentenced to 
hard labour on the Island and spent their days collecting shells or mining stone from the quarry. Some 
chopped firewood, tended the vegetable garden, looked after the sheep or slaughtered seals for the 
production of oil. Prisoners who were not shackled and chained were allowed the freedom to move 
around after hours. They were also allowed to keep private possessions and obtain liquor and tobacco. 
In 1712 convicts on the Island were given a monthly ration of forty pounds of rice, and they were not 
allowed to fish, thus preventing them from supplementing their meagre rations. These ration quotas 
proved to be insufficient, and unable to sustain them for an entire month and they petitioned for an 
increase. In 1721, the convicts who went into the veld and slaughtered the Island’s sheep to supplement 
their food supply were punished with the suspension of their meat, rice and meal rations. 
 
 

Figure 6. An image depicting an arrival to the island from Murrays Beach (c. 1600’s) 
 
 
By 1777, the settlement had grown to include the Postholder’s house, long low buildings next to it for 
convicts and utility buildings such as a smithy on the right. The kramat, a muslim religious shrine, was 
built on the west side in honour of Prince Pangerau Chakra Deningrat of Madura who died on the Island 
in 1754. A new settlement was built in 1806-8 at the southern end of the Island to accommodate the 
British prison. By 1833 this settlement included a large house for the Commandant, soldiers barracks, 
oversees’ houses, a bakery, butchery, smithy, workshops and prison accommodation for about 200 
prisoners. A doctor’s residence and parsonage were added in the early 1840s. 
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Figure 7. Panorama of Robben Island by Col. R.J. Gordon, 29 July 1777 
 

Figure 8. Close up of the Panorama of Robben Island by Col. R.J. Gordon, 29 July 1777  
 

Figure 9. Colonel Robert J Gordon’s impression of the Postholders house, 1977.  
 

 
Figure 10. An image depicting an arrival to the island from Murrays Beach (c. 1600’s). 
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Figure 11. African chiefs who opposed Dutch and British expansion in South Africa were 

imprisoned on Robben Island. They served out their sentences in huts made of saplings and 
tarpaulin and relied on seals and sheep for sustenance. 
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RESULTS 
Appendix 1 comprises of a description of each segment of both trenches spatially (per panel marker). 
Figures 3 and 4 indicate the position of archaeological findings within their respective segments in the 
southern and western trenches.  
 
The southern trench was excavated first and contained the majority of cultural material identified through 
the monitoring process. Sand was light-brownish grey in colour which changed further east to a darker 
(slightly reddish), more moist sand. The western portion of the trench had very few shell fragments, but 
those that were present were large and mostly intact, whereas the eastern portion (roughly segment 15) 
exposed a much more dense shell matrix of smaller fragments packed together. Rubble and beach 
cobbles filled the whole trench, but became more abundant in the eastern-most segments.  
 
Segments 1 and 2 had no artefacts, but some beach cobbles and marine shell was present. Segment 3 
exposed the edge of a concrete foundation which, once fully exposed up to segment 5, was 
approximately 3m wide and 0.2m deep (Figures 12 & 13). The associated material culture included an 
undecorated piece of cream-coloured ceramic with a large lip, glass fragments and a glass bottle (with 
the words “UNION”, “GLASS” and “TALANA” written underneath it (Figure 27), an iron rebar, a juvenile 
bovid long bone fragment, and a long rusted nail (Figures 28-29). Approximately 1m to the east 
(beginning in segment 5), a second concrete foundation slab was exposed and crossed over into 
segment 7. These two foundational slabs resembled each other in width and depth, and were likely part 
of the same set of buildings. As the TLB only exposed approximately 100cm of the foundation, we were 
unable to ascertain how far the foundations extend in either direction. Two rebars were found in segment 
6 as well as building rubble and beach cobbles.  
 
Segments 8 and 9 contained no archaeological material, but some marine shell and beach cobbles were 
present. These cobbles increased in number toward segment 10 to 13, with a piece of glass found in 
segment 11. Unexpectedly, a very dense shell matrix appeared in segments 14 to 16, becoming less 
dense after segment 16. No cultural material was found in these segments. In segment 17, the sand 
became calcretised and solid, with the sand darkening in colour after segment 18. Some shell fragments 
were found in both segments 18 and 19, but not quite as dense as in segments 14 and 15. 
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Figure 12 (south trench). Exposed foundation slab in segment 4. 

 

 
Figure 13 (south trench). Exposed foundation slabs in segment 4 and 5, with narrow corridor in 

between. 
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Segment 20 exposed a portion of stone walling consolidated with concrete (Figure 14): the stones were 
quite large and the wall appeared older than the previously located concrete foundations. It was aligned 
east-west, but was removed as one unit. The entire length is unknown, as the portion had broken off 
from the rest. Associated with this walling was a thick white ceramic tile/block with a flat edging on one 
side (Figure 30), as well as a rusty round iron object (possibly a stove plate) (Figure 31). Nothing was 
located in segment 21 besides some more natural shell fragments. In the final segment 22, another 
portion of more modern concrete walling was removed, also aligned east-west in section, with a depth of 
approximately 50cm, however the full length of this feature is unknown (Figure 32). 
 

 
Figure 14 (south trench). Stone walling found in segment 20. 

 
During the post-excavation clear-up in the eastern portion (in the position of the second to last panel 
marker in segment 26) of the southern trench, a collection of over 60 faunal bone fragments was found 
by the workers approximately 50cm deep in an area less than 1m wide. Several of these bones have 
evidence of cut marks and post-mortem processing. As these bones were not exposed during the 
monitoring of this trench, they were analysed out of context, but thoroughly recorded, photographed and 
safely stored (see appendices for descriptions and photographs).  
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Figure 15. Location of faunal bone collection in segment 26, roughly 50cm deep. 

 
The western trench was subsequently excavated, and contained far less cultural material than the 
southern trench. This trench comprised light-greyish brown, loose sand, with a slight change in 
segments 4 and 5 to a more reddish stained, finer-grained sand with more moisture. This staining is 
likely a result of the bricks and rubble exposed throughout the trench. Sand became slightly calcretised 
in segment 3 in an isolated portion. A small piece of glass was found in segment 4, and a rusty iron pipe 
approximately 1.5m long was removed from segment 9 just beneath the surface layer (Figure 33). 
Occasional shell fragments appeared in segments 10 to 13. Two thin black plastic pipes appeared in 
segment 14, but these were modern and probably associated with electrical cables. In segment 15, a 
piece of glazed ceramic was found (Figure 34), and a water mains pipe aligned east-west was located in 
segment 18 (Figure 35). Rubble and beach cobbles began to appear from segment 20 to 25, with some 
of the stone from the existing stone wall running around the field appearing in the final segment 25.  
 
During trenching activities for the eastern trench, 19 bones and bone fragments were excavated by the 
TLB. As CTS was not on site at the time of discovery, the exact provenance of these bones has been 
difficult to determine. Inspection of the location in the trench where the bones were found yielded no 
obvious stratigraphic indicators. Detailed inspection of the bones determined that at least some of the 
bones are likely from a Cape Fur Seal (Arctocephalus pusillus pusillus) and sheep (Ovis aries). The 
pelvic bone had evidence of cut marks indicative of processing (Figures 21 & 22). One of the long bone 
shaft fragments identified (LBSF #15) demonstrated percussion fractures associated with bone marrow 
access (Figure 43). These findings are discussed further below. 
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Figure 16. Location of faunal bones found in the eastern and southern trenches 
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Figure 17. Right pelvis bone of sheep from eastern trench (RI-PV: NE Trench # 1) 
 

 
Figure 18. Long bone shaft fragment from eastern trench (species unknown) (RI-PV: NE Trench # 

14) 
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DISCUSSION 
The trenching excavations for the Clearvu Fencing at the Cricket Pitch site on Robben Island uncovered 
a number of interesting features and remains. The two concrete foundations located in the southern 
trench, as well as the apparently older foundations located closer to the shore, are likely associated with 
the old Convict Station demolished sometime between 1931 and 1989 (Figures 21 and 22). The 
historical archaeological artefacts identified in this trench are likely associated with human occupation of 
the old Convict Station. 
 

 
Figure 19. Extract from the Robben Island Noting sheet, circa 1894. Note the location of the 
Convict Station. The structures circled in red are likely the structures associated with the 

foundations identified through trenching activities. 
 
 

 
Figure 20. Extract from the Robben Island Noting sheet, circa 1894. Note the location of the 

Convict Station in relation to the boundaries of the PV Facility marked in yellow. 
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Figure 21 and 22. This map from 1931 identifies the buildings marked for demolition within the 
Male Leper Compound and the Village after the lepers left the Island. The structures circled in 

red are likely the structures associated with the foundations identified through trenching 
activities. 

 
The bones uncovered in the north-eastern trench appear to represent predominantly sheep and seal 
bones, with some interesting butchery marks evident on the pelvis from the sheep. While the 
provenance of these bones is unknown, their proximity to the old Convict Station adds credence to the 
historical records of prisoners supplementing their daily rations with seal and sheep meat from the 
island. 
 

 
Figure 23. Possible butchery cut marks on sheep pelvis from the eastern trench (RI-PV: NE 

Trench # 1) 
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Figure 24. Possible butchery cut marks on sheep pelvis from the eastern trench (RI-PV: NE 

Trench # 1) 
 
The discovery of the location of the old Convict Station and Male Leper Wards is significant; to know that 
the foundations of these remain intact, as well as the position of them adds greatly to the knowledge of 
Robben Island as a World Heritage Site and a National Heritage Site. Further research into the 
additional stone walled structures would be of value in determining their age and association with the 
foundations. Associated cultural material is rather limited, but adds insight into the history and use of the 
buildings. Stratigraphically, the composition of each trench is in line with their context; the proximity to 
the shoreline accounts for the dense layers of shell in many of the segments, along with the beach sand 
that makes up the majority of both trenches. Moisture levels increase towards the eastern edges (closer 
to shore), and naturally occurring beach cobbles are found throughout the area. Rubble was found in 
some of the southern trench, and most of the western trench, which speaks to the historical use of the 
old cricket pitch and the buildings and walling located there.  
 

 
Figure 25. Installation of ClearVu Fencing around PV Site in the western trench 
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CONSERVATION OF SITE 
The foundations of the historical buildings in the southern trench have remained in situ and will not be 
removed or destroyed by the fence. In order for the fence to be erected, a hole, 30cm by 30cm, has 
been opened with a pickaxe in one section of the foundation slab, which was filled with concrete once 
the fence was inserted. 
 
The stone walls to the east of these foundations, although no longer in situ, have been left on site safely 
removed from the construction area, and can be assessed further when necessary. 
 
The bones located in the eastern trench have been fully recorded and photographed, and secured in 
boxes which will remain on the Island in the administrative building adjacent to the Cricket Pitch site until 
such time as agreement is reached with Robben Island Museum regarding their conservation. 
 

   

Figure 26. The erection of the boundary fence into the concrete foundations found in the 
southern trench. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Monitoring of the two trenches dug along the southern and western sides for a boundary fence around 
the old Cricket Pitch have successfully recorded and avoided destruction of foundations of the old 
Convict Station and Male Leper Wards, which were cautioned against in the HIA for this project 
(Titlestad et al 2016). No monitoring was conducted for the eastern or northern trenches, as it was 
determined that impact to archaeological resources by the trenching activities in these sections is 
unlikely. However, seal and cut-marked sheep bones were uncovered by the mechanical digger in the 
north-eastern portion of the Cricket Pitch. Although no longer in situ, these have been fully recorded, 
photographed and stored in boxes on the island. It is possible that additional sub-surface heritage 
resources may be located in further excavations for the PV panels. 
 
It is therefore recommended that 

● Should further trenches be required, archaeological monitoring must take place to ensure that 
impact to buried archaeological sites is avoided 

● Archaeological monitoring of the construction of the PV plant is undertaken to ensure that no 
further archaeological sites are impacted in other areas of the Cricket Pitch site 
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APPENDIX 1 
See attached Results spreadsheet. 
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APPENDIX 2 

 
 

Figure 27 (south trench). Glass bottle, words say “UNION” 
“GLASS” “TALANA”. 

Figure 28 (south trench). Cultural material associated with 
foundations in segments 3-7, including glass fragments, bovid 
bone, metal plate and ceramic fragments (pen added for 
scale). 

  
Figure 29 (south trench). Cultural material associated with 
foundations in segments 3-7, including glass bottle, rebar, nail, 
animal bone fragments. 

Figure 30 (south trench). White ceramic tile associated with 
stone walled structure from segment 20. 

  
Figure 31 (south trench). Rusted iron object (possible stove 
plate) from segment 20. 

Figure 32 (south trench). Portion of concrete walling from 
segment 22. 
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Figure 33 (west trench). Rusted pipe from segment 9 Figure 34 (west trench). Glazed ceramic fragment, possibly 
piping, from segment 15. 

 

 
Figure 35 (west trench). Water mains pipe from segment 18 
aligned east-west. 

Figure 36 (west trench). General trench overview - note rubble 
and beach cobbles. 

  
Figure 37 (west trench). General trench overview. Figure 38 (south trench). General trench overview - note the 

foundations toward the upper portion of the trench. 
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Figure 39 (east trench). Sheep, right pelvic bone, cut marks 
evident [RI-PV: NE Trench # 1] 

Figure 40 (east trench). Sheep, right pelvic bone, cut marks 
evident [RI-PV: NE Trench # 1] 

 
 

Figure 41 (east trench). Sheep, right pelvic bone, cut marks 
evident [RI-PV: NE Trench # 1] 

Figure 42 (east trench). Sheep, right pelvic bone, cut marks 
evident [RI-PV: NE Trench # 1] 

  
Figure 43 (east trench). Sheep, right pelvic bone, cut marks 
evident [RI-PV: NE Trench # 1] 

Figure 44 (east trench). Sheep, right pelvic bone, cut marks 
evident [RI-PV: NE Trench # 1] 
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Figure 45 (east trench). Sheep, right pelvic bone, cut marks 
evident [RI-PV: NE Trench # 1] 

Figure 46 (east trench). Sheep, distal end of humerus [RI-PV: 
NE Trench # 2] 

  
Figure 47 (east trench). Sheep, distal end of humerus [RI-PV: 
NE Trench # 2] 

Figure 48 (east trench). Sheep, distal end of humerus [RI-PV: 
NE Trench # 2] 

 
 

Figure 49 (east trench). Seal humerus [RI-PV: NE Trench # 3] Figure 50 (east trench). Seal humerus [RI-PV: NE Trench # 3] 
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Figure 51 (east trench). Seal humerus [RI-PV: NE Trench # 3] Figure 52 (east trench). Juvenile sheep right calcaneum [RI-
PV: NE Trench # 4]. 

  
Figure 53 (east trench). Juvenile sheep right calcaneum [RI-
PV: NE Trench # 4]. 

Figure 54 (east trench). Juvenile sheep right calcaneum [RI-
PV: NE Trench # 4]. 

  
Figure 55 (east trench). Seal humerus [RI-PV: NE Trench # 5]. Figure 56 (east trench). Seal humerus [RI-PV: NE Trench # 5]. 
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Figure 57 (east trench). Seal humerus [RI-PV: NE Trench # 5]. Figure 58 (east trench). Seal femur with possible cut marks 

[RI-PV: NE Trench # 6]. 

 

 
Figure 59 (east trench). Seal femur with possible cut marks 
[RI-PV: NE Trench # 6] 

Figure 60 (east trench). Seal femur with possible cut marks 
[RI-PV: NE Trench # 6] 

 
 

Figure 61 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 7] 

Figure 62 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 7] 
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Figure 63 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 7] 

Figure 64 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 7] 

  
Figure 65 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 7] 

Figure 66 (east trench). Juvenile (species unknown), clear 
modern cut edge [RI-PV: NE Trench # 8] 

  
Figure 67 (east trench). Juvenile (species unknown), clear 
modern cut edge [RI-PV: NE Trench # 8] 

Figure 68 (east trench). Juvenile (species unknown), clear 
modern cut edge [RI-PV: NE Trench # 8] 
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Figure 69 (east trench). Sheep vertebra [RI-PV: NE Trench # 
9] 

Figure 70 (east trench). Sheep vertebra [RI-PV: NE Trench # 
9] 

  
Figure 71 (east trench). Sheep vertebra [RI-PV: NE Trench # 
9] 

Figure 72 (east trench). Proximal radio-ulna (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 10] 

  
Figure 73 (east trench). Proximal radio-ulna (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 10] 

Figure 74 (east trench). Proximal radio-ulna (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 10] 
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Figure 75 (east trench). Long-bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 11] 

Figure 76 (east trench). Long-bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 11] 

  
Figure 77 (east trench). Long-bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 11] 

Figure 78 (east trench). Long-bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 11] 

  
Figure 79 (east trench). Sheep spinal process [RI-PV: NE 
Trench # 12] 

Figure 80 (east trench). Sheep spinal process (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 12] 
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Figure 81 (east trench). Sheep spinal process [RI-PV: NE 
Trench # 12] 

Figure 82 (east trench). Sheep spinal process [RI-PV: NE 
Trench # 12] 

  
Figure 83 (east trench). Sheep spinal process [RI-PV: NE 
Trench # 13] 

Figure 84 (east trench). Sheep spinal process [RI-PV: NE 
Trench # 13] 

  

Figure 85 (east trench). Long-bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 14] 

Figure 86 (east trench). Long-bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 14] 
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Figure 87 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) with possible percussion marks [RI-PV: NE Trench 
# 15] 

Figure 88 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) with possible percussion marks [RI-PV: NE Trench 
# 15] 

  
Figure 89 (east trench). Rib fragment (species unknown) [RI-
PV: NE Trench # 16] 

Figure 90 (east trench). Rib fragment (species unknown) [RI-
PV: NE Trench # 16] 

  
Figure 91 (east trench). Rib fragment (species unknown) [RI-
PV: NE Trench # 16] 

Figure 92 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 17] 
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Figure 93 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 17] 

Figure 94 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 18] 

  

Figure 95 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 18] 

Figure 96 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 19] 

 
 

Figure 97 (east trench). Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: NE Trench # 19] 

Figure 98. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment, tibia 
(species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 1]. 
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Figure 99. (south trench) Rib bone with possible cut marks [RI-
PV: SE Trench # 2]. 

Figure 100. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 3]. 

 
 

Figure 101. (south trench) Possible rib bone (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 4]. 

Figure 102. (south trench) Proximal tibia, juvenile (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 5]. 

  
Figure 103. (south trench) Vertebra fragment with modern cut 
angle (species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 6]. 

Figure 104. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment with 
possible cut marks (species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 7]. 

  

Figure 105. (south trench) Vertebra, juvenile (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 8]. 

Figure 106. (south trench) Vertebra, juvenile (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 9]. 
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Figure 107. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 10]. 

Figure 108. (south trench) Proximal ulna, sheep [RI-PV: SE 
Trench # 11]. 

  
Figure 109. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment with cut 
marks (species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 12]. 

Figure 110. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment with cut 
marks (species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 13]. 

  
Figure 111. (south trench) Distal humerus, sheep [RI-PV: SE 
Trench # 14]. 

Figure 112. (south trench) Rib bone with modern cut marks 
(species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 15]. 

 

 
Figure 113. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment with cut 
marks  (species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 16]. 

Figure 114. (south trench) Possible tortoise carapace [RI-PV: 
SE Trench # 17]. 
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Figure 115. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 18]. 

Figure 116. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 19]. 

  
Figure 117. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 20]. 

Figure 118. (south trench) Vertebra fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 21]. 

  
Figure 119. (south trench) Vertebra with modern cut marks 
(species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 22]. 

Figure 120. (south trench) Rib bone (species unknown) [RI-
PV: SE Trench # 23]. 

 
 

Figure 121. (south trench) Proximal tibia epiphysis of sheep, 
juvenile [RI-PV: SE Trench # 24]. 

Figure 122. (south trench) Scapula fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 25]. 
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Figure 123. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 26]. 

Figure 124. (south trench) Vertebra (species unknown) [RI-
PV: SE Trench # 27]. 

  
Figure 125. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 28]. 

Figure 126. (south trench) Distal humerus, sheep [RI-PV: SE 
Trench # 29]. 

 
 

Figure 127. (south trench) Distal humerus with modern cut 
marks, sheep [RI-PV: SE Trench # 30]. 

Figure 128. (south trench) Rib bone with possible cut marks 
(species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 31]. 

  
Figure 129. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 32]. 

Figure 130. (south trench) Distal humerus, sheep [RI-PV: SE 
Trench # 33]. 
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Figure 131. (south trench) Vertebra with modern cut marks 
(species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 34]. 

Figure 132. (south trench) Scapula (species unknown) [RI-PV: 
SE Trench # 35]. 

  
Figure 133. (south trench) Vertebra (species unknown) [RI-PV: 
SE Trench # 36]. 

Figure 134. (south trench) Vertebra with modern cut marks 
(species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 37]. 

  

Figure 135. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 38]. 

Figure 136. (south trench) Proximal ulna, sheep [RI-PV: SE 
Trench # 39]. 

  
Figure 137. (south trench) Vertebra, juvenile (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 40]. 

Figure 138. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 41]. 
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Figure 139. (south trench) Proximal radius, sheep [RI-PV: SE 
Trench # 42]. 

Figure 140. (south trench) Distal humerus (species unknown) 
[RI-PV: SE Trench # 43]. 

  

Figure 141. (south trench) Vertebra (species unknown) [RI-PV: 
SE Trench # 44]. 

Figure 142. (south trench) Rib bone (species unknown) [RI-
PV: SE Trench # 45]. 

  
Figure 143. (south trench) Vertebra (species unknown) [RI-PV: 
SE Trench # 46]. 

Figure 144. (south trench) Proximal tibia, sheep [RI-PV: SE 
Trench # 47]. 

  
Figure 145. (south trench) Unidentifiable bone fragment 
(species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 48]. 

Figure 146. (south trench) Scapula (species unknown) [RI-PV: 
SE Trench # 49]. 
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Figure 147. (south trench) Rib bone (species unknown) [RI-
PV: SE Trench # 50]. 

Figure 148. (south trench) Unidentifiable bone fragment 
(species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 51]. 

  
Figure 149. (south trench) Unidentifiable bone fragment 
(species unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 52]. 

Figure 150. (south trench) Proximal humerus, sheep, juvenile 
[RI-PV: SE Trench # 53]. 

  
Figure 151. (south trench) Proximal ulna, sheep, juvenile [RI-
PV: SE Trench # 54]. 

Figure 152. (south trench) Long bone shaft fragment (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 55]. 

  

Figure 153. (south trench) Unidentifiable fragments (species 
unknown) [RI-PV: SE Trench # 56]. 

Figure 154. (south trench) Proximal humerus, sheep, juvenile 
[RI-PV: SE Trench # 59]. 
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Figure 155. (south trench) Collection of long bone shaft 
fragments, including a distal femur (species unknown) [RI-PV: 
SE Trench # 60]. 

 
 
APPENDIX 3 
See attached letter from SAHRA. 
 

APPENDIX 4 
See attached Heritage Impact Assessment. 
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